
Block Schedule FAQ 

Why are we doing this? 

• More methodical emphasis on reading, writing, and math 

 

Nearly every middle school in North Carolina runs such a schedule (8 of 9 middle schools in 

UCPS), and the longer instructional period—or block—is the reason why.  On the plus side, 

students will have nearly 40% (37.5) more time in both English and Math.  A relative downside 

involves approximately 30% (31.25) less time in science and social studies.  Related Arts will 

stay essentially the same:  88min every other day (A-Day/B-Day) instead of 45min every day.  

With less transition and administrative time devoted to the start of 6 different periods, however, 

we better maximize the available time for instruction.  PE dress-outs, band mouth exercises, and 

core class warm-ups, for example, become a much smaller percentage of the allotted class 

timethis is an instructional advantage across disciplines. 

 

But the period schedule was working for WMS; why change? 

• Growth, Excellence, and Competitive Leverage 

 

As early as November, our faculty began a discussion of accountability data—student growth, 

particularly—in context of our peers.  Schools like WMS have long been atop any measure of 

student proficiency:  our students come ready to learn, prepared for school, and supported by 

parents and loved ones.  Growth, however, is potentially more challenging with students who 

already exhibit such a high level of success in elementary school.  Three years ago, WMS had a 

school growth number of 9 (anything above 2 “exceeds growth” expectations).  The next year it 

was 6.  Last year it was -1.77 (anything below -2 “does not meet growth” expectations).  With 

very little teacher turnover and high quality instruction, we began to ask why…? 

 

What about science, and how will this help us compete? 

• Science remains an emphasis, and is increasingly incorporated in RA courses that involve 

robotics, programming, computers, etc..   

 

WMS Science—as measured by our 8th Grade Science Test—has long been a strength.  95+% of 

our students have demonstrated proficiency for years, and other schools (running a form of block 

schedule) have joined us.  One impetus for the change, in fact, involves growth scores associated 

with individual teachers.  Using the same scale associated with our school, there are 8 teacher 

growth indices above 6 in 8th grade science during the last 3 years.  Despite testing reading and 

math 6 times as much with triple the teachers, our math and reading teachers have 4 total growth 

numbers at or above 6.  That suggests our 8th grade science teachers are twice as effective as 

every reading and math teacher in the building!  In an era of data-driven decision-making, it’s 

clear our period schedule leveraged us advantageously to science…but potentially at the expense 

of reading and math. 



We believe our students and teachers are the best, and all measures should reflect that.  When 

other schools (Cuthbertson Middle, Marvin Ridge Middle are familiar neighbors to whom this 

applies) allot 20+ more minutes to reading and math every single day, WMS is left in a 

competitive disadvantage.  With our period schedule, students attend class for approximately an 

hour.  When other schools provide the same instruction for even 20 more minutes every day, 

then that equates to 60 total daily minutes over a 3-year timeframe.  That means every student 

leaving WMS has one less English class and one less Math class than their peers at schools 

utilizing block schedule.  Other schools have gained on us not only by measures in growth, but 

even most recently (last year) by measures of proficiency.  Our teachers are phenomenal 

educators; when we began the internal discourse, we realized we needed to better leverage our 

time. 

 

How do teachers feel about this, and how will we support them? 

• In a January poll, 90.80% of faculty and instructional staff favored this exploration into better 

leveraging our schedule.   

 

Teachers need time to work with small groups and address individual student needs.  As we 

work to gradually release responsibility for learning from teacher to student, it’s important that 

students have time not only to practice the material under study, but also to collaborate with 

peers.  Our professional development centered around this year’s Early Release days focused 

primarily this collaborative learning piece.  Our teachers—many of whom have children who 

attend school here—predominately feel as if they need more time each class to effectively 

implement their lessons.  Even though we recognize this change results in less total time for 

science and social studies, most educators agree that reading, writing, and mathematics should 

remain the instructional emphasis.  We still endorse cross-curricular efforts, but the block 

schedule allows math and reading specialists more opportunity to develop these skills. 

 

Teachers wanted sufficient time to prepare for this change as well, and we went public with this 

news as soon as a teacher-based schedule committee approved a draft schedule.  In addition to 

visiting other schools and observing teachers who provide block-style instruction, we are already 

tweaking lessons and redesigning implementation plans to ready ourselves for fall.  In addition, 

we will host world-renowned speaker and educator Mr. Brian Pete in August, prior to the 

beginning of school.  In addition to other areas of expertise, Mr. Pete has facilitated other 

schools’ transitions to block schedules.  His techniques include segmenting the block into either 

halves (44/44) or thirds (30/29/39). 

 

How will A-day/B-day work? 

• A-days and B-days will remain steadfast through the year, and no interruption (absence, snow 

day, school event, etc.) will change them. 

 



All students will attend Related Arts on an A-day/B-day schedule.  For 6th and 7th graders, this 

Related Arts are the only A-day/B-day entity.  On the master schedule disseminated to the 

public, blocks interrupted by lunch in both 6th and 8th grade are marked with “A” during the time 

before lunch and “B” with the time after lunchdo not confuse this with A-day/B-day.  Students 

will attend their PE/Coach Bass rotation one day, and their Music/Art/FL/Other RA the next.  In 

6th grade, they will switch both after a 6-week time period, thereby maintaining the exploratory 

wheel.  In 7th grade, this might be semester-based.  Courses like Band will remain year-long on 

the A-day/B-day rotation (i.e. only one RA will change periodically; band will remain on one of 

the A or B days all year long). 

 

In 8th grade, RA remains on an A/B rotation.  A student taking foreign language will attend A-

day Spanish, for example, all year long.  He/she will still rotate his/her PE course every six 

weeks.  In addition, social studies and science will rotate A-day/B-day throughout the school 

year.  Like other schools who have implemented a block schedule, this A/B approach allows 

youngsters to sustain science enrollment until 8th Grade Science tests in the spring (NCDPI will 

not allow 8th graders to test in the fall; thus, schools maintain the year-long A/B schedule). 

 

All students will have a total of four classes per day. 

 

Will this reduce homework? 

• Not necessarily, but maybe! 

 

The rationale for this change does not involve decreasing homework.  The additional time, in 

fact, is not for homework.  That being said, more time for guided and independent practice will 

likely result in students mastering more material at school during our instructional day.  

Although the initial transition might decrease homework in English and Math, Science and/or 

Social Studies might involve more as they look to capitalize on less available time.  Still, most 

students will enroll in only one or the other (SS or Sci) at a time, and four instead of six daily 

classes should allow for students to better target their daily academic needs. 

 

Who is responsible for the decision? 

• The Principal 

 

Allotment of instructional time remains at the discretion of the Principal.  Though this change 

manifested only after internal discourse with faculty, collaboration of a school-based schedule 

committee, and a series of discussions with our site-based management team, the Principal is 

responsible for development of the school’s master schedule. 

 

 


